Pocket Frames for a Pocket Park
PLAZA | Owner: Broad Art Foundation Executive Architect: Adamson Design Architect: Diller, Scofidio & Renfro Contractor: MATT Construction
RESTAURANT | Owner: 222 S. Hope St. Executive Architect: House & Robertson Design Architect: Osvaldo Maiozzi Contractor: Howard CDM
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Sustainability Features

Project Description
Broad Plaza is essentially a single story “tray” for a heavily landscaped public park over a city street below, creating a front yard
for the new Broad Art Museum on a bridge over GTK Way below. The Restaurant was added by a different design team;
Saiful/Bouquet was the only consultant in common.
Situated between two active construction sites, the Broad Art Museum and the “Parcel M” Apartment Tower, the project was
driven by site constraints. Precast was desired to eliminate formwork and allow the space below to be used as a staging area.
An innovative precast / cast-in-place moment frame solution was developed.
The precast system provided schedule and cost advantages over a conventionally poured-in-place system. As the structure was
installed over a city street, we were able to minimize the street closure time by using this system, and avoided the requirements
to use costly bridge deck shoring that would have been required with a conventional poured-in-place system to work safely over
the street.

Design Challenges

The plaza converts the city streets to a much needed
green space in the heart of Downtown area

Use of precast for moment frames with biaxial columns
Frames needed to span 55' to straddle GTK Way with required
truck height and sidewalk clearance.
Columns were required to be placed in the center of the sidewalks
below to allow pedestrian traffic on either side
Gravity loads are heavy, but significantly variable
Support of a cantilevered, steel framed restaurant at the west end

SECTION AT HINGE REGION

SECTION AT MAIN SPAN

Ductility of CIP Joint and Beam Hinge

Strength of composite section where needed

Structural Solutions
Precast “U” beams infilled with CIP for moment frames with biaxial
columns
Top bar connections delayed until after landscaping gravity loads
in place
Pile foundations and grade beams used to fix base of columns
Multiple seismic analyses to “bracket” torsional effects of
subsequent restaurant
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Overall Structural Model
Moment Frame Joint Model

Overall Structural Model

Joints were fully developed in Revit to evaluate reinforcing congestion

Restaurant and Plaza were analyzed and designed together
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Key Structural Sections & Details
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Rain water is stored in the structural cavities to water
the lawn and the olive grove.
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Beam/column joint, Step 1 (see
sequence at left)

Precast columns, beams, and planks
are erected, using temporary steel
angle supports.

Transverse reinforcing cages are
placed in the “pocket” beams, with
top bars gapped at the joint.

Longitudinal reinforcing cages are
placed in the “pocket” beams.

Transverse top bars are slid into
couplers, but no connection is made.

Top bar cross-ties are added, slab
dowels are installed in couplers,
spandrel panels tied off.

“Pocket” beams are filled with
concrete, filigree slab is cast, and
waterproofing is applied.

Soil loads are placed, then couplers
are grouted. Landscape and
hardscape is completed.

A roof garden grows herbs for the Otium Restaurant.

Construction Sequence
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Precast “pocket” beams, planks, and
solid beam

